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The Matterhorn. The Matterhorn and Gorner Glacier. John Singer Sargent. 
1870. Watercolour and graphite. 38.8 x 27cm. Harvard Art Museums/Fogg 

Museum, Gift of Mrs. Francis Ormond, 1937.2.  
(Imaging Department © President and Fellows of Harvard College)
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2014 was a poor year for significant new routes or notable ascents, not 
only in the Alps but in most of the Greater Ranges. This was largely 

down to weather. The 2013-14 winter in the Alps was generally poor, and 
although the spring had a few ‘moments’, July and August were dire, and 
will be remembered as such by all those who sat in rain-sodden campsites 
throughout the Alps. One campsite manager, north of Chamonix, reported 
26 consecutive days of rain. Sadly, there were many accidents, one of the 
most serious taking place on the Aiguille d’Argentière, when a guide and 
his five clients were killed in a single incident.

However, come September come the sun – a situation that lasted more 
or less the entire month. Plenty of snow on the mountains, combined with 
the drop in temperature that September brings, produced fantastic condi-
tions, particularly on the major north faces. However, while it was the 
autumn that saw the most productive activity, there were several signifi-
cant events in the early part of the year.

On the north face of the Grandes Jorasses young Slovenians Luka Kranjc 

The north face of the Grandes Jorasses: 1. Rolling Stones, 2. Directe de 
l’Amitié, 3. Polish Combination, 4. Couzy-Desmaison Route on Pointe 
Marguerite. (Lindsay Griffin)
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and Luka Lindic made the first free ascent of Rolling Stones (1200m, ED3) 
on the Walker Spur. First climbed in 1979 by Czechs Kutil, Prochaska, 
Slechta and Svejda at VI A3 M, the route has seen few repeats. The two 
Lukas climbed free at M8, spending four days on the face in March, and 
finding the crux a delicate and dangerous pitch originally graded A2/A3, 
on which they passed an ancient rusty bolt.

In the Aiguilles, Chamonix-based activists Jeff Mercier and Korra Pesce 
made the first free and possibly only the second overall ascent of a little-
known Chris Bonington route on the west face of the Aiguille du Plan. In 
1965 Bonington climbed three major new routes in the Mont Blanc Massif, 
culminating, after several attempts, in the Right-hand Pillar of Brouillard. 
The second of these, on which he was accompanied by the American Lito 
Tejada-Flores, took the obvious left-hand pillar of the Plan’s west face via 
‘delightful climbing of IV and V, with a short section of V+ and one of A1’, 
as far as the headwall. The latter was split by a continuous deep diedre, 
c200m high and formed of excellent granite. However, facing almost north 
and therefore getting very little sun, it proved to be heavily iced. The crux 
was A3, though the pair used no more than 20 aid points on the entire 
700m TD+ route, known as the Pilier Septientrionale. The pair felt that in 
good conditions the route would give ‘enjoyable climbing of a high order of 
difficulty’, but unfortunately it seems that this idea never took off.

Over the years the lower spur has been subjected to much rockfall, 
leaving it unpleasantly broken, so Mercier and Pesce climbed the couloir 
alongside to the headwall, which they began at 11:30am, and were on the 
summit at 6pm, having enjoyed well protected climbing up deep chim-
neys, and cracks of all sizes up to M7 in standard. That night they had 
their feet safely under the table in the Requin Hut, well impressed that the 
crux section, which they had climbed fast and free in 6½ hours, had taken 
Bonington and Tejada-Flores only 4½ hours more, almost 50 years ago 
and with gear that bears no comparison with that used today.

Czechs Jan Straka and Pavel Vritik dispelled any suggestion that worthy 
independent lines – or gaps – on the big faces of the Mont Blanc Massif 
are non-existent, by climbing Le Vol du Dragon on Les Droites. The pair 
climbed for a total of 37 hours and made three bivouacs in early March 
before completing their new line on the 1200m north-east face between 
the Bergland Pillar and the North-east Spur. They began with the line 
of weakness between the normal start to the North-east Spur (Authenac-
Tournier, 1937) and the 1983 König-Suhubiette Couloir. Much higher up they 
crossed the latter to finish via the top section of the Bergland Pillar, prob-
ably following ground first climbed in 1991 by Chris Dale and Jim Kerr, 
when the latter pair made the first direct ascent of the pillar at ED2 (the 
original Lackner-Messner route climbs mostly in a depression on the left 
side). Difficulties found on Vol du Dragon were M7+ with one pitch of A2.

Sadly, Marco Anghileri, an accomplished Dolomite climber, guide, and 
son of a famous Italian climber, was killed while attempting a winter solo  
of the Central Pillar of Frêney. Anghileri was last seen three pitches from 
the top of the Chandelle, having completed more or less all the independent 
climbing on the 1983 Jori Bardill Route. His body was recovered from 
below the Hidden Pillar. Judging by the extremely mangled state of the 
rope and ripped protection, and the fact that at this point the climber is 
very close to the couloir between the Hidden and Central pillars, the rescue 
team recorded a distinct possibility that he was swept from the wall by a 
large ice avalanche.

In the Valais the current trend towards, and increased media coverage 
of, speed ascents saw Italian guide Hervé Barmasse complete an impres-
sive one-day, solo, link-up on the Matterhorn. Barmasse linked all four 
ridges of this iconic Swiss-Italian peak on a day of excellent weather 
towards the end of the winter season. In 1965 René Arnold and Joseph 
Graven started from the 3300m Bossi Bivouac hut a little above the Breuil-
joch, followed the standard line up the Furggen Ridge (1150m, D-/D), 
descended the Hörnli Ridge (1220m, AD), crossed the Matterhorn Glacier 
to the Zmutt Ridge, climbed it (c 1200m, D), and descended the Italian 
(Lion) Ridge (c 1400m, AD/AD+), carrying on down to the village of 
Breuil in the Valtournenche, which they reached after a total of 19½ hours. 
In September 1985 Hervé’s father, Marco, decided to repeat this, solo, but 
elected to start with the more difficult Furggen Direct, first climbed in 1941 
by Carrel, Chiara and Perino. This gives 150m of sustained rock climbing 

The west face of the Plan showing the line of Pilier Septientrionale. (Lindsay 
Griffin)
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from IV-V+ in the section above the shoulder. Marco Barmasse started at 
the Bossi Bivouac hut, made most likely the first solo ascent of the Furggen 
Direct, and continued to repeat the Arnold-Graven link-up, reaching the 
Abruzzi Hut (2802m), below the Italian Ridge, in a total of 15 hours. 

Hervé decided to repeat his father’s 1985 enchainment, only this time 
in the cold and snowy conditions of winter. He left the Bossi Bivouac at 
5:45am and his time of 17 hours took him to the Carrel Hut on the Italian 
Ridge, where his father was waiting in support. Barmasse’s ascent of the 
Furggen Direct is perhaps the first winter solo.

Less significant, but interesting because of their esoteric nature, were 
routes put up by local climbers who were able to utilise rare spells of good 
weather and conditions to climb new ground in less well-known corners of 
the Alps, where there is still much potential. The Grandes Murailles are a 
collection of summits on the west side of the upper Valtournenche, with 
the most shapely peaks being Punta Sella (3878m) and Punta Giordano 
(3872m), together known as Les Jumeaux. The coombe below these 
summits provides the most important venue in the region for serious icefall 
enthusiasts. One of the cardinal routes here is the Cascatone Couloir, a Gian 
Carlo Grassi ED1 from 1986. Italians François Cazzanelli and Roberto 
Ferraris added a new line to the wall between Punta Sella and Becca di 
Guin (3805m) to its south, climbing 850m to the ridge crest at V/4. They 
then finished (with a variant) up the 1877 original route to the top of Punta 
Sella. 

In one of the less familiar sub ranges in the pre-Alps south of the 
Bregaglia, (Italian) AC member Tito Arosio and two companions put up 
the 650m Mera Dimel (AI4 M6) on the Anticime delle Quatro Matte, a little 
visited corner of the Presolana Range.

Further east in the Presanella Group Giovanni Ghezzi and Davide 
Lorenzi put up Clean Climb on the north face of Monte Nero (3344m), a 
480m trad protected mixed route on granite at IV M4.

A little later in the year Christopher Baud, Brice Bouillanne and 
Jonathan Charlet added a new route to the very rarely climbed north-
west face of the Dent du 
Géant. Relatively short 
(c380m), with a slightly 
convoluted approach, 
the face is predominately 
high altitude rock, and as 
such was considered ‘out 
of condition’ unless very 
dry, when other objec-
tive problems presented 
themselves. It was finally 
climbed in 1981 by Ital-
ians Benedetti and Luigi, 
who recorded it as an 
icy rock route, with a 
difficulty of TD. This 
route, and indeed the 
exact location of the line, 
has somewhat fallen into obscurity. The new route is essentially mixed on 
surprisingly excellent rock, with much sustained dry tooling at around M5, 
a crux of M5+, and a fine little ice couloir on pitch three. Coeurs de Géants 
(ED) has 10 pitches/560m of climbing. A quick escape from the summit 
is made these days by three long rappels down the south-east face from 
bolted anchors. Using these, the trio reached the Torino Hut in 1½ hours 
from the summit.

AC members Tom Prentice and Simon Richardson completed a 20-year 
quest by climbing a new rock route on the remote east face of Mont Greu-
vettaz. The story behind Il Solitario Pilastro (‘Lonely Pillar’, 500m, TD+ 6a+) 
appears elsewhere in this Journal.

Another Italian AC member Marco Blatto climbed two new alpine rock 
routes away from the high mountains, above the head of the Lanzo Valley 
on peaks close to the French border, just south of the Orco/Gran Paradiso. 
In August, with Alessandro Lolli, he put up Canalone Grigio, which is an 
integral ascent of the south-south-east ridge of Punta Clavarino (3260m), a 
long climb at D- (V-).  The pair accessed the ridge from the Paolo Daviso 
Hut at 2280m. The following month Blatto also added Tempo Scaduto on 
the northeast buttress of the Poire du Mulinet (2850m), a short route (c 

Coeurs de Géants on the north-west face of the Dent du Géant. (Lindsay Griffin)

Alessandro Lolli on the fine hanging diedre (IV+) of 
Canalone Grigio. (Marco Blatto)
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210m) at VII and A1 climbed from the Bivacco Ferreri-Rivero (2207m) 
with Stefano Giaccone.

The high mountains would come alive again in September as hard mixed 
routes came into ‘once in a lifetime’ conditions. This was best exemplified 
with an unprecedented number of ascents of most of the big routes on the 
north face of the Grandes Jorasses. This face, now the crucible of modern 
mixed climbing on serious big walls, is no doubt even more fashionable 
since the publication of Julian Désécures, 212-page dedicated guidebook, 
which details all the climbs on the north face, all the mixed routes on the 
east face, and the descent routes on the south flank. Hundreds of alpinists 
are reported to have climbed the face during the autumn, with the most 
popular line, the Colton-MacIntyre, often sporting queues.

Martin Elias and Korra Pesce climbed the 1100m Directe de l’Amitié as a 
mixed route at M7 A3 over two days. This major line to Pointe Whymper, 
climbed in the winter of 1974 and with few repeats, has yet to see a free 
ascent: in 1994 a French team, making the third ascent in more dangerous, 
dry, summer conditions, eliminated much of the aid, recording difficulties 
of 6c/7a A1.

The ‘Polish’ route was apparently in excellent condition and received its 
first (Korra Pesce) and second (Philippe Angelo) solo ascents in the space 
of little over a week. Both climbers followed a combination of the 1970 
(Chrobak-Poreba-Wroz) and 1975 (Kurtyka-Kukuczka-Lukaszewski) Polish 
routes to the summit of Pointe Hélène. Pesce climbed the route in just 
2hr 10 minutes, quoting the technicalities as around WI5, and descending 
the south flank; Angelo finished by traversing the Rochefort, reaching the 
Torino Hut the same day.

On the Marguerite Spur Sébastien Bohin, Bertrand Delapierre, Julien 
Désécures, Jon Griffith and Korra Pesce climbed icy variants to the 850m 
Couzy-Desmaison Route, another rarely repeated line due to its reputation 
for very poor rock. First climbed in 1958 at a grade of TD V+ A1, the first 
winter and second ascent had to wait until February 1975, with the first 
summer repeat the same year (by the Burgess twins and Paul Moores). The 
five-man multi-national team didn’t follow the original line but took advan-
tage of the exceptional conditions to climb ephemeral ice smears a little left 
of the route to about half-height, from where they more or less followed the 
original line. The final chimney and exit onto the west ridge, which Couzy 
and Desmaison climbed at UIAA ‘IV, V and A1’, was a series of magnifi-
cent ice pitches. The team climbed the entire route to Pointe Marguerite 
(4065m) all free at around M5, and descended the west ridge to the Canzio 
Bivouac on the Col des Grandes Jorasses the same day. Whilst not exactly 
an independent new route, this represents a modern way to tackle a tradi-
tional, if rarely visited, rock line. It was also one of five routes climbed in 
2014 by AC member Griffith on the north face of the Grandes Jorasses, 
bringing his overall total to 10.

Italian activist Enrico Bonino put up a couple of technical mixed climbs 
above Combe Maudit. With Luca Breveglieri and Oliver Colaye he first 

Above: The north-west face of the Aiguille de Talèfre and below: one of the 
linking mixed pitches on the ascent of the north-west face of the Aiguille de 
Talèfre. (Tim Elson)
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climbed the 500m Saumons et 
Glaçons (M5+ WI5 R) parallel to 
and left of the classic Filo d’Arianna 
(Faré-Grassi-Longhi, 1984) on 
the Third Pillar, East Face of 
Mont Maudit. He returned for 
An...ice surprise (M7 W15 A1+), 
which climbs the steep front of 
the buttress left of the Androsace 
Couloir (Gabarrou-Muller, 1979). 
On the first attempt Bonino and 
the talented female alpinist Giulia 
Venturelli were stopped by the 
entry pitch, but the pair came 
back armed with copperheads and 
RURPs, and forced this section to 
steep, thin, mixed ground above. 

They terminated the route atop the buttress, where the angle eases.
On the 600m north-west face of the Aiguille de Talèfre AC members 

Tim Elson and Max Folkett made a minor variant – The Clueless Varia-
tion – climbing a section of new ground between Nuit Caline and the classic 
1978 Dufour Route. In common with many new lines, this was climbed in 
error, the pair originally planning to follow the Dufour. However, they were 
only able to cross the bergschrund at its extreme left, where steep moves 
followed by an ice groove at Scottish V (the crux) led to the point where the 
Dufour moves left and the normally narrow gully of Nuit Caline continues 
direct, left of the North-west Couloir (the Gabarrou brothers, 1978). Elson 
and Folkett continued up Nuit Caline, then broke out left on a mixed pitch, 
continued up the gully above, and reached mixed ground on the right side 
of the central icefield. They were now just right of the Gabarrou-Ponti 
route (Voie de Droite) and realised that the Dufour lay far to the left again. 
They made a rising traverse into the Dufour’s upper gully and followed it 
to the summit. The route was quite sustained at around Scottish IV, but 
featured much ‘snice’, which although good for the feet, meant axes kept 
ripping: hence the need to keep to more mixed terrain in the lower section. 
The north-west face lies in a quiet corner of the Mont Blanc Massif and is 
relatively overlooked compared to other faces, yet Elson and Folkett found 

the climbing excellent, with no fixed gear. 
On the Aiguille du Midi Dave Almond and Dave Garry climbed two, 

possibly new, short mixed routes on the side wall of the Cunningham 
Couloir. The steep mixed flanks of the upper Cunningham Couloir have 
grown in popularity, given the relatively easy access and short but technical 
lines. Coming out of the top cable car station and crossing the bridge to 
the central summit, the climbs are clearly visible down to the right and are 
accessed by gaining the bed of the couloir via an airy free rappel from the 
bridge. François Burner and the late Romain Vogler were more or less the 
first to investigate the potential, when they rappelled from the bridge in 
1980, descended the couloir for 300m, then climbed a fine mixed line (M4) 
out to the Cosmiques Arête. Whilst most activity takes place on the true 
left (south) bank of the couloir, below the Cosmiques Arête, Almond and 
Garry tackled features on the more sunny north bank. The first route, Club 
Tropicana (120m, M6+), climbed with Tom Coney, starts about 60m below 
the end of the first rappel, and has a first pitch crux. The second, Double 
Dave (145m, M7 or Scottish VII, 8) follows a steep icy corner to an obvious 
triangular snow patch, then easier ground to below the viewing platform 
on the north summit. This is very much climbing in the public eye.

One day before the official 2014-15 season Chamonix based guides 
and AC members Jon Bracey and Matt Helliker climbed five possibly-
new pitches on the north-west face of the Tour Ronde, to create the 250m 
Chancer. This short but intense line climbs steep ground between the 1977 
Cordier Route, and the 1967 Mazars-Rébuffat Couloir. In a biting cold wind, 
the pair climbed three pitches of relatively amenable mixed ground to reach 
a steep rock buttress split by a corner system containing a very narrow 
seam of ice. Helliker despatched the crux 55m pitch, using delicate ice and 
hooks, at M6 to gain a good stance. A further steady pitch brought the two 
to a small notch on the crest of the ridge overlooking the Mazars-Rébuffat, 
into which they rappelled and then descended.

Two highly notable ascents took place in the Écrins. In the spring and on 
the north-west face of Ailefroide Occidentale (3954m), following the huge 
gully left of Voie des Plaques, Antoine Avenas, Jonathan Isoard and Hélias 
Millerioux put up Le Reactor, a 1000m line at 6b M7 WI5+, R. Snatching 
a brief weather window in August, Max Bonniot and Mathieu Maynadier 
established Été Blizzard (M6+, 4, 70°), first on the left side of the north face 
of the Meije (3983m), and then along the north spur right of the Gravelotte 
Couloir. The ice was thin and protection sparse. They then continued across 
the range to attempt a repeat of Le Reactor. They climbed the first part to 
where it touches the Voie des Plaques, but then decided to escape right up 
the latter.

There is little of an outstanding nature to report from the Dolomites, 
though each year many new routes are added to the wealth of rock, much 
of it less than perfect, that exists throughout this vast expanse of limestone. 

On the famous Tofana di Rozes, Simon Gietl and Daniel Tavanini put 
up the 10-pitch (320m) No Credit on the south face at X-, the route breaching 

Convenient climbing? Looking into 
the Cunningham Couloir on the 
Aiguille du Midi. From the left edge 
of the lower building (the viewing 
platform) mixed ground drops di-
rectly to a triangular ridged snow-
patch, with a steep corner falling 
to its right. Double Dave takes this 
line. (Lindsay Griffin)
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huge red overhangs (with some dubious rock) with no use of a drill (trad 
gear and pegs for belays and protection throughout). Tom Ballard climbed 
more than 60 routes in the Dolomites during the summer, with several first 
solo ascents. Perhaps the most notable from this talented alpinist and son 
of the late Alison Hargreaves was the Toni Egger Memorial Route on the 
Rotwand, a 400m VIII+ climbed all free and solo.

Scotland’s Dave MacLeod put up an important variation on the north 
face of the Cime Ovest when he climbed 130m of new ground, which starts 
up the 1968 Bauer-Rudolph aid climb, then continues direct to reach the 8c 
crux of Alex Huber’s Pan Aroma, up which it finishes. The new ground 
features a long endurance pitch of 8a+. MacLeod climbed this with Alan 
Cassidy, who shortly before had climbed Bellavista (8c) on the same face 
with Rob Sutton.

The 2015 winter was a remarkable one, and full of contrasts. Although 
the season was short, starting in December and finishing for many 

in March, it was an action-packed four months. The weather was often 
stormy, but the wet autumn meant that as the mountains cooled down in 
January, the mid-level gullies and smears began to weep copious amounts 
of ice providing many opportunities for those poised to take advantage. 
Despite the presence of the ice, the technical highlights were mixed routes: 
Guy Robertson and Greg Boswell’s three new Grade Xs and Boswell’s new 
Grade XII in the Northern Corries. Two of these Grade Xs were climbed 
on sight and are the start of a new chapter in the history of Scottish winter 
climbing.

Despite these outstanding successes, opinions are sharply divided as to 
whether or not it was a good winter. Ice conditions may have been excel-
lent, but with few periods of settled weather, there were limited oppor-
tunities to climb. To the frustration of many climbers, many of the best 
days occurred mid-week. The statistics bear this out with almost 70% of 
new routes climbed Monday to Friday – a surprising statistic considering 
that most climbers operate at weekends. As always, flexibility was key 
and Andy Nisbet, the grand master of Scottish winter climbing, showed 
the way by being perfectly in tune with weather patterns and making first 
ascents of many mid-level ice routes. 

Grade X Hat Trick
Greg Boswell and Guy Robertson started their remarkable run of 

cutting-edge routes on 19 January when they made the first ascent of The 
Greatest Show on Earth (X,10) on the north face of Cul Mor in Coigach. 
This awe-inspiring route takes the blank wall on the right side of Coire 
Gorm. It is defended by a large overhang and is plum vertical above, and 
was considered by the last generation to be a problem for the next genera-
tion. And so it was – Robertson led the first pitch, a steep icefall leading to 
a small terrace below the overhang, before handing over to Boswell who 
then made one of his finest leads by pulling through the roof and climbing 
the poorly protected wall above. This was the first time a new Grade X 
had been climbed on sight, although Nick Bullock’s lead of the crux pitch 
of Nevermore on Lochnagar last season hinted that this breakthrough was 
not far away.

Four days later, Roberson and Boswell turned their attention to the 
100m-high Broad Terrace Wall on Creag an Dubh Loch. The angle tips 

Matt Helliker tracing the crux M6 pitch of Chancer on the north-west face of the 
Tour Ronde. (Jon Bracey)


